GOVERNOR SERVICES - TRADED SERVICES - START WELL
HODGSON ACADEMY (02502)
Minutes of the governing body meeting held at the school on 4 July 2017 from 4pm.
Present:

Mrs S Molloy (Chair)
Mrs N Galloway
Mrs J Glynn
Mr C Jackson
Mrs S Khan
Mr C McConnachie
Mr A Nicholson
Mrs A Preston
Mrs J Vila
Mr A Walker
Mr D Yarwood (Principal)

Also present:

Mrs K Davies (Clerk to governors)
Mr M Pickles (Finance Director)
Mr I Siddall (Deputy Principal)

Apologies:

Apologies for absence were received and ACCEPTED from:
Mrs S Benson
ACTION

17.45

Governors Declaration of interest
The governing body was reminded that the Articles require that governors
who have a duty or personal/pecuniary interest which may conflict with
their duties as a governor must disclose it to the governing body as soon
as they become aware of it.
Mrs S Molloy and Mr A Nicholson declared an interest as Fylde Coast
Academy Trust (FCAT) members.
Mrs S Molloy and Mr A Walker declared an interest as directors of the
Fylde Coast Teaching School.

17.46

Governing Body Membership
There were no governor changes to report.
The clerk reported on the current levels of governing body membership:
 4 of 17 trust appointed governors in post;
 Staff member governors were within the maximum limit;
 2 of 3 co-opted governors in post;
 3 of 4 parent governors were in post.
It was confirmed that a parent governor election would be held in the Principal
autumn term which was further discussed at 17.49.

17.47

Minutes of the previous meeting
It was noted that the minutes of the meeting held on 21 March 2017,
and delegated to the chair for approval were APPROVED and signed
following the normal process.
It was agreed that the minutes of the meeting held on 23 May 2017,
having been circulated, be APPROVED and copies signed for retention by
the clerk and school.
The clerk agreed to forward electronic copies to Mr M Pickles as Clerk
requested.

17.48

Matters arising
17.35: Mr Yarwood reported that all requested amendments had been
made to the Academy Improvement Plan (AIP) and would appear in the
2017/18 AIP.
17.36: The principal reported that 8, Year 7 appeals had been successful,
increasing the number of Year 7 pupils on role for 2017/18 to 233.
In response to questions from governors, the processes included in
the admissions appeals process were clarified. It was further
explained following challenge, that all of the families successful at
appeal lived outside the traditional catchment area.
In final discussions, Mr Yarwood confirmed that there had also been
an increase in the demand from other schools to utilise Hodgson
academy as the managed transfer base for pupils at risk of exclusion.
Governors expressed concern at the risk to the academy should the
same number of appeals be successful year on year and the impact
this would have on class sizes, teaching and learning and the school
site.
17.43 a) The clerk shared the prospective membership of the non-working
committees which was AGREED by governors; these are included at the
Appendix.
Clerk/
The clerk agreed to send this information out to all so training could be Mrs J
arranged via the training link governor, Mrs J Vila.
Vila

17.49

Review Parent Election Procedures
Governors discussed the following items and AGREED that:
 a job description of the governor role would be published to all
prospective parent members;
 An informal meet and greet with senior governors/SLT to explain the
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17.50

role of a governor would be arranged;
The school would proceed to election following the local authority
processes as previously adopted.

Finance Update
a) Budget Forecast Return (BFR)

Mr M Pickles shared the 3 year forecast and highlighted a number of key
points, including:











National funding changes;
Ongoing and increasing pension contribution costs;
Staffing costs year on year; resignations/retirements/structures and
the impact of these on the budget;
Curriculum/time allocated commitments within the budget;
Pupil numbers were expected to rise year on year; Mrs Galloway
commented that the departing Year 11 cohort (July 2017) was
around 30 pupils under capacity.
Total expenditure and income/deficit was recounted;
£47,000 surplus forecast for 2017/18 and 2018/19;
An expected deficit of -£62,000 should there be no significant
changes or staffing changes; this was discussed as being highly
unlikely.
Reserves for 2017/18 would be around £500,000 which governors
had previously approved as a healthy safety net;
75% of the academy's budget for 2017/18 was attributed to staffing
costs which governors noted. Following questions, it was
confirmed that the Department for Education (DfE) had
determined that average staffing costs in schools were
between 75-80% of the whole budget.
Additional challenge prompted a discussion on the merits of
encouraging internal growth and development amongst staff
whilst balancing this with the demands of more experienced
staff on the budget. It was confirmed that around 18 of the 65
teaching staff were currently at Upper Pay Scale (UPS) 3, with a
further 10 staff on the Leadership Scale (LS).

In response to questions, Mr Pickles explained that historically the
following years' budget outturn normally reflected a greater saving
than predicted. Governors noted this may not be the case given that there
were fewer contingencies built in the forecast.
Mr Jackson asked a number of final questions pertaining to the
expectation that the General Annual Grant (GAG) would increase; the
Financial Director made clear that the GAG had not increased in recent
years which was reflected in the forecast. The chair asked if the National
Funding Formula (NFF) would also have an impact; it was confirmed
that the effect of this would likely mean a nominal reduction.
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Governors APPROVED the BFR for submission to the Education Funding
Agency.
17.51

Governor Training and development
Mrs Vila requested that all health checks be submitted for collation and this Mrs J
would be reported at the next meeting to recommend appropriate training.
Vila
Governors were requested to send suggestions to the link training
governor in order that a schedule of governor training be drafted for ALL
2017/18.
It was thought that a training session would be offered as part of each full Chair &
governing body meeting. The link governor and chair would liaise with Mr Mrs J
Yarwood to organise these for the next academic year.
Vila
Governors also were reminded of the Learning Link modules available
(replacing GELonline).
ALL
Online Safeguarding training was also required to be completed by all
governors, the principal would arrange for a reminder email to be sent out
Principal
to governors.
Mrs Vila was thanked for her report.

17.52

Reports
a) School website audit report
Mrs S Khan confirmed that the report had been completed and
observed that all items were compliant with one amendment
regarding the accessibility of governor's information which had since
been made easier.
The chair thanked Mrs Khan for undertaking this audit.
b) Online Safety Checklist
Mr C McConnachie reported the following actions and recommendations
following completion of the online safety checklist:





Amendment to the access of pupil's email addresses;
He suggested that staff on the e-safety group were not easily
identifiable at the time of the report; it was confirmed that all
cyber issues had been addressed by the e-safety group and
processes were in place which governors noted;
The network manager had clarified the restrictions in place
regarding unsuitable webpages and the access to filtered
material/filtering permissions.
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Mr McConnachie explained that amendments to permissions were
being done on an ad-hoc basis rather than being underpinned by a
policy. The principal agreed to review this.
There was no email filtering software in place at the academy as it
had previously been considered as not good value for money;
governors requested that the senior leadership team (SLT)
review this;
E-safety reports were recommended to be received by governors on
a termly basis e.g. there had been 24 incidences of sexting in 18
months, some of which had been referred to the police; governors
emphasised the importance of these being brought to their
attention. The chair and clerk agreed to add these to the agenda
cycle;
E-safety policy to be updated with training information for new staff;
There was no mentor in place at the time of the meeting to support
the safeguarding officer in ensuring staff wellbeing when handling
safeguarding issues; the chair requested that this be actioned
and put in place from September 2017.

Principal

SLT

Clerk
Principal

Principal

Mrs A Preston joined the meeting.
In response to a question from Mr Jackson, it was confirmed that the
school was protected from phishing by anti-virus software.
17.53

Academy Improvement Plan (AIP) 2016/17
The principal reviewed key performance indicators (KPI) within the precirculated AIP.
It was noted that pupil consultations were ongoing to determine whether
students felt that teaching was suitably challenging; this would be reported Principal
at the next meeting.
The chair asked for more information relating to student lateness
data; it was confirmed that this was not at zero as the target
stipulated in the AIP. Mr Siddall reported that changes in the recording of
lateness had improved significantly and new sanctions had impacted
greatly on this; it was noted that the target had been aspirational.
In response to further challenge, it was confirmed that the school had
set the deadline for registration as 09.30.

17.54

Principal's report
The principal's report on the achievements and developments in school
since the last meeting of the governing body was received and noted. The
report contained the following information:


Student numbers reported;
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Leadership and recruitment was recounted;
A significant decrease in numbers of non-secondary ready (NSR)
students, which had dropped to 2.4% NSR following a large amount
intervention etc;
Whole school student attendance figures of 96.44% was reported.
The chair highlighted that the pattern of Year 10 pupils'
attendance was worrying considering they were going into
Year 11 (it was reported at 95.7% at the time of the meeting);
the principal acknowledged as this was an area of ongoing focus.




Year 11 attendance had maintained 100% attendance during the
exam period; governors commended staff and students in this
regard;
Mr Day had provided a clear report regarding the
reward/consequences ratios. The chair asked for an update on
the reward system for KS4 particularly; the principal explained
that other types of high profile awards were presented to KS4
compared to KS3 students who typically, received more
classroom based PAUSE plus points.

Mrs N Galloway gave her apologies and left the meeting as arranged.
Further challenge focussed on how PAUSE plus points were
awarded consistently across the academy; the challenges of this
were highlighted by the principal. Mr Yarwood agreed to
undertake an audit amongst staff to confirm that teaching staff
were issuing rewards to students consistently.

Principal

Governors discussed the merits of a reward system for KS4 as
KS3 pupils tended to value the PAUSE plus points system more
highly; it was noted that this was a historical issue nationally for
schools seeking to motivate KS4 students.



a)

Self-evaluation of staff was recounted;
An update regarding the Reading School (and the reading garden
being built during the summer holidays) was also provided.
Data dashboard DC4/Year 11 GCSE predicted grades

Mr I Siddall provided a subject by subject GCSE prediction report to
governors which included a Red-Amber-Green (RAG) rated indication
when compared with targets. Governors questioned how the RAG rating
Mr I
was defined and this would be clarified on email to all.
Siddall
Key discussion points included:



Governors noted that historically, predications had been broadly
accurate;
The predicted grades in Year 11 graphics (13 students in class) was
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significantly below the targets. In discussion, it was explained
that inaccurate teacher-assessed Year 10 coursework data had
been input into SIMS which the target data was based on; the
previous year's teacher had since left the academy.
Governors questioned how the processes of teacherassessment were being monitored in the faculty; it was
confirmed that the students had not produced the work required and
that this was the responsibility of the class teacher.
Governors sought assurances that the new curriculum offer for
KS4 pupils entering Year 10 (Graphics and Art) would be
monitored to ensure this was not repeated. Further challenge
resulted in the principal assuring governors that the teaching
in this area was sound, particularly with the change in
curriculum.
The chair enquired about the reactions of parents as it had
become clear that graphics students had to produce a large
amount of work in one year. Mr Walker asked whether an audit
had been undertaken to ensure that this was not the case in
any other technology area; which was confirmed.
Mr Jackson asked how many non-specialist teachers were
teaching exam subjects; which was confirmed as low
(approximately 3 teachers). Mr Nicholson elaborated that this was
increasingly common in schools nationally, particularly in high
demand curriculum areas i.e. maths.



The predicted grades were low in catering also, this was expected to
be a stronger outcome as the teacher had been overcautious and
indicative moderator outcomes had been more positive;
Computing data was reported as the same as DC3 due to a change
in teaching staff; this data had not been input at DC4.

Mrs S Khan and Mrs J Vila gave their apologies and left the meeting as
agreed.
A discussion followed on the changes to the level of exam rigour
particularly in English, maths and particularly in higher science
papers (and other core subjects); the impact of this would become
clearer once grade boundaries were released.
Governors acknowledged the requirement to change the way
students were prepared for exams, as the level of difficulty in exams
was significantly greater also; the layout/hints in exam questioned
had been lessened.
Mr Jackson asked how the school was preparing students against
their own expectations in order to safeguard their wellbeing; which the
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principal explained was an ongoing consideration as well as relaying the
message to families supporting students through the process.
b)

Educational visits approval and evaluation

A proposed modern foreign language (MFL) Type B visit was circulated for
consideration; a residential trip to Germany. Governors made reference
to the educational outcomes of the visit and APPROVED the request.
c)

Unavoidable school closures

No unavoidable school closures had been necessary.
17.55

Sponsorship of Fylde Coast Academy Trust (FCAT) update
Nominated governor for FCAT, Mr A Nicholson reported on the
developments in FCAT since the last meeting of the governing body:
 An FCAT senior leaders conference had been very successful and
reflected high levels of commitment across the Trust and within
Hodgson Academy.
Some of the discussion held at this item were deemed confidential.

17.56

Risk register
Governors noted the pre-circulated risk register.
Mr Pickles explained that in the aftermath of the Grenfell Tower tragedy,
the academy had been reviewing its fire assessments in relation to
cladding which had not revealed any problems.
Mr McConnachie asked for an amendment to point 12 as new staff
members had been appointed.

17.57

Point 16 in relation to the risks relating to joining a multi-academy
trust (MAT) were discussed. It was confirmed that this should remain
on the risk register considering the national educational landscape,
but remain rated green as governors deemed this as not being an
immediate risk.
Supporting Information
Governors discussed the following points:




Making sure the academy made the most of the training on
offer in order to ensure its contribution to the apprenticeship
levy was recouped; there was potential for this to utilised by
meeting the costs of an administrative apprentice;
It was confirmed that Mr Pickles was regularly updating Edubase on
behalf of the governing body.
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The governing body noted the information provided in respect of:
a) Governors' Responsibility for Health and Safety when Employing
External Coaches
b) The Early Years Foundation Stage (2017)

17.58

c)

Transfer of Lancashire Teaching Agency to Schools HR Team

d)

Changes to GCSE Grading from Summer 2017

e)

Update on RAISEonline

f)

New Governor Handbook and Competency Framework / skills audit

g)

Retirements / Appointments

Confidentiality
Parts of the discussion held at the FCAT update, 17.55 were deemed
confidential and minuted separately.

17.59

Date and time of next meeting
Governors confirmed the next meeting of the full governing body as 3
October 2017 from 4pm at the academy.
It was expected that training would accompany this meeting, details of Mrs J
which would be circulated by Mrs Vila/Mrs Molloy once confirmed.
Vila
/
Chair
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